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Theory, simulation, and observation of discrete 
eigenmodes associated with lower hybrid solitary 
structures 

P. W. Schuck, • C. E. Seyler, e J.-L. Pinqon, • J. W. Bonnell, e and 
P.M. Kintner e 

Abstract. A three-dimensional fluid description of nonlinear lower hybrid waves 
is investigated in the context of plasma density depletions. The objective is a 
basic understanding of lower hybrid solitary structures associated with transverse 
ion acceleration in the topside auroral ionosphere. The equations are linearized 
about a parabolic density depletion and solved. The solution consists of potential 
structures (eigenfunctions) which rotate in angle about the center of the density 
depletion. The eigenfrequencies are discrete for Iwl • w•. These eigenfunctions 
rotate in a left-handed sense about the geomagnetic field and the solutions fall off 
exponentially outside the density depletion. The eigenfrequencies are continuous 
for Iwl • w•a and kz • 0 but become discrete for kz - 0 in agreement with previous 
two-dimensional results [Seyler, 1994]. Simulations of the full nonlinear system are 
performed, and rotating eigenmodes are extracted from the spectrum. The results 
agree with the analytic results obtained from the linearized equations. The spectral 
properties of a lower hybrid solitary structure from the TOPAZ III sounding rocket 
are reexamined and found to be consistent with theoretical predictions for lower 
hybrid waves trapped within a density depletion as presented herein. A local 
wavelet frequency-wavenumber spectrum is constructed from data taken by moving 
an interferometer through a simulation at a typical rocket velocity. The results 
compare favorably with the local frequency-wavenumber spectrum of a lower hybrid 
solitary structure observed by the TOPAZ II! sounding rocket. 

1. Introduction 

Lower hybrid solitary structures (LHSS) have pre- 
sented a theoretical challenge since their identification 
by Lebelle et el. [1986] on the MARIE sounding rocket. 
Frequently, bursts of transversely accelerated ions (TAI) 
are observed concurrently with LHSS [Arnoldy et el., 
1992; Kintner et el., 1992; Vego et el., 1992; Lynch 
et el., 1996]. This suggested that LHSS may be a 
source of the ion conic distribution functions observed in 

the magnetosphere and ionosphere [Shelley et el., 1976; 
Sherp et el., 1977; Klumper, 1979; Horowitz, 1980]. 

The MARIE observations identified the LHSS phe- 
nomena (termed "spikelets" by Lebelle et el. [1986]) 
and noted coincidental evidence of TAI in the same al- 

titude range. However, because of instrumental limi- 
tations this payload was unable to demonstrate a di- 
rect relationship between LHSS and the TAI. The same 
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phenomena was also observed in the TOPAZ II data 
(Topside Probe of the Auroral Zone). This payload was 
also unsuccessful in demonstrating a correspondence be- 
tween LHSS and TAI. The TOPAZ III sounding rocket 
[Arnoldy et al., 1992; Kintner et al., 1992; Vago et al., 
1992] provided the first comprehensive analysis of LHSS 
and TAI. These observations were able to demonstrate 

a definitive correspondence between LHSS and the ob- 
servations of TAI. 

Interferometric analysis [Vego et el., 1992] of the 
wave data showed that the wavelength of the waves de- 
creased within the LHSS and the phase angle-frequency 
relationship had characteristics similar to the theoret- 
ical dispersion relation for homogeneous lower hybrid 
(LH) waves. Additionally, the interferometric analy- 
sis demonstrated that the wave power extended below 
the normally sharp cutoff of the ambient lower hybrid 
resonance (LHR) within the LHSS events. This indi- 
cated that waves were propagating below the ambient 
LHR within the LHSS event. Because of the limitations 

of the cross-Fourier spectral methods used, it was im- 
possible to differentiate between geophysical and pay- 
load generated waves occurring in the same frequency 
regime. 

The Langmuir probe responded dramatically to sev- 
eral of the LHSS events recording large drops in the 
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probe current. This response suggested deep density de- 
pletions which in some cases approached an 80% change 
measure relative to the background. However, ques- 
tions regarding the validity of the Langmuir probe mea- 
surements have been raised by subsequent observations 
[Ergun et al., 1994, 1995]. Similar phenomena have also 
been observed by the Viking satellite [Block et al., 1987; 
Pottelette et al., 1988, 1992] at an altitude of 5800-6000 
km in the source region for auroral kilometric radiation 
(AKR). However, in this case the bursts of broadband 
electrostatic noise were correlated with the gradients of 
small-scale (10 km) density enhancements. The Freja 
[Eriksson et al., 1994; Dovner et al., 1994] satellite re- 
ported a direct correlation between LHSS and density 
depletions of 1-10% at an altitude of 1700 km. Addi- 
tionally, multiprobe measurements of the plasma den- 
sity demonstrated that the plasma depletions were sta- 
tionary in the plane normal to the magnetic field with 
respect to the ambient plasma. Collectively, these ob- 
servations indicate that LHSS are a robust phenomena 
occurring in the nightside aurora in a height range from 
500 to 6000 km and the events are conspicuously asso- 
ciated with density gradients. 

Several theories have been proposed for the origin and 
evolution of the LHSS and the associated TAI. Chang 
and Coppi [1981] demonstrated that lower hybrid waves 
are capable of producing transversely accelerated ions. 
This mechanism requires an energetic (at least I eV) 
ion population for efficient resonant interaction with the 
high phase velocity lower hybrid waves excited by au- 
roral electrons. Unfortunately, the density of energetic 
ions in typical auroral plasmas is too small to account 
for the observed fluxes of TAI [Retterer et al., 1986; 
Chang, 1993]. Retterer et al. [1986] proposed a non- 
linear two time-scale model capable of efficiently heat- 
ing low energy ion populations with linearly excited LH 
waves. This one-dimensional model described the cou- 

pling of high-frequency lower hybrid oscillations to a 
slow quasineutral density response similar to the Za- 
kharov [1972] equations which describe the dynamics of 
coupled Langmuir and ion acoustic waves. This mech- 
anism produces short wavelength, low phase velocity 
modes through the parametric decay of a monochro- 
matic LH pump wave. 

The two timescale analysis was extended to two and 
three dimensions by Shapiro et al. [1993,1995] based 
on the collapse theories of Musher and Sturman [1975] 
and Sotnikov et al. [1978]. The collapse theories pre- 
dict that LH wave packets are modulationally unstable 
in several dimensions and will undergo a nonlinear cas- 
cade to high spatial wavenumber until the process is 
arrested at the dissipative length scale through a Lan- 
dau resonance with the ions. The lower hybrid waves 
are nonlinearly focused into the quasineutral density 
depletions (or enhancements). This intensifies the lo- 
cal electric field enhancing the ponderomotive pressure. 
The ponderomotive pressure enhances the quasineutral 

density fluctuation leading to positive feedback or self- 
-focusing of the LH waves. This mechanism leads to a 
complete description of the quasineutral density fluctu- 
ations and the strong electric field enhancement. 

Although initial experimental observations seemed to 
be consistent with the collapse of LH wave packets 
[Chang, 1993] there appear to be difficulties with the 
collapse theories. First, the Musher and Sturman [1975] 
equations are based on the balance between the par- 
allel electron ponderomotive force and the slow-mode 
electric field and pressure. Therefore these equations 
are inapplicable in two dimensions perpendicular to the 
magnetic field [Seyler, 1994] but may describe the col- 
lapse of LH waves in quasi-two dimensions [Tam and 
Chang, 1995]. A statistical analysis of LHSS observed 
by the Freja satellite IPScsell et al., 1996] concluded 
that LH collapse was an unlikely scenario because of the 
pronounced discrepancies between the time and length 
scales predicted by the collapse models and those ob- 
served in the data. Finally, Robinson et al. [1996] com- 
pared the density depletions observed by Freja, TOPAZ 
III, and Viking with quantitative calculations based on 
the balance between kinetic and ponderomotive pres- 
sures. Robinson et al. [1996] concluded that the predic- 
tions of the collapse models were inconsistent with the 
observed depth of the density depletions. Furthermore, 
the collapse models predict density enhancements and 
depletions with equal probability, whereas only deple- 
tions were observed by Freja and TOPAZ III. 

Recent analysis of data collected by the Auroral Mi- 
crophysics and Ion Conics: Investigation of Space and 
Time (AMICIST) [Pin,on et al., 1997] and Physics of 
Auroral Zone Electrons II (PHAZE II) (Bonnell et. al. 
submitted manuscript 1997) sounding rockets has pro- 
vided new details about the electric field structure of 

LHSS. A local frequency-wavenumber spectral estima- 
tion for the nine LHSS events observed on AMICIST 

was constructed. After dividing an event into two equal 
time segments, Pinqon et al. [1997] determined that the 
component of phase velocity parallel to the interferom- 
eter reversed direction as the rocket crossed the cen- 
ter of the event. This demonstrated that these LHSS 

were composed of wave modes with frequencies above 
the ambient LHR which rotated in a right-handed sense 
about the magnetic field. These observations are con- 
sistent with a model (presented in section 2.1 of this 
paper) of nonlinear LH phenomena. Additionally, this 
model predicts that for frequencies below the ambient 
LHR, LH waves in a density depletion rotate in a left- 
handed sense about the magnetic field. Unfortunately, 
these wave modes were corrupted by payload emissions 
on the AMICIST flight. However, preliminary analy- 
sis (Bonnell et. al. submitted manuscript 1997) of the 
PHAZE II sounding rocket has determined the absolute 
sense of rotation of wave modes below the LHR. These 
results indicate that wave modes below the LHR rotate 

in a left-handed sense about the magnetic field and wave 
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modes above the LHR rotate in a fight-handed sense 
about the magnetic field in agreement with the theo- 
retical predictions and AMICIST observations. 

This paper will examine the properties of the elec- 
trostatic modes which exist below the LHR in LHSS. 

Section 2 presents a theoretical model for nonlinear LH 
phenomena. This three-dimensional model is the ba- 
sis for the results discussed here and in the work of 

Pin,on et al. [1997]. The equations are linearized 
about a parabolic density depletion and the eigenfunc- 
tions are found. The eigenfunctions which have a fre- 
quency above the lower hybrid resonance (LHR) extend 
to infinity and the potential structures rotate in a right- 
-handed sense about the magnetic field. The eigen- 
functions which have a frequency below the LHR are 
"trapped" within the density depletion and the poten- 
tial structure rotates in a left-handed sense about the 
magnetic field. Section 3 discusses numerical simula- 
tions of the full nonlinear system. Several individual 
eigenfunctions are examined by filtering the frequency 
spectrum. The numerical nonlinear behavior is in agree- 
ment with the linear normal mode description. Fi- 
nally, section 4 reexamines event I from the TOPAZ 
III sounding rocket [V ago et al., 1992]. Using a fast 
wavelet transform technique [Pin•on et al., 1997], the 
local frequency-wavenumber spectrum of this event is 
compared with the spectrum constructed from an in- 
terferometer moving through a numerical simulation at 
a typical rocket velocity. 

2. Theory of Rotating LHSS 

The fundamental equations are the two-fluid equa- 
tions with cold ions and isotropic, isothermal electrons. 
This complicated description is considerably simplified 
by making approximations based on the timescale and 
length scale of interest. The observed signature of lower 
hybrid solitary structures (LHSS) is a burst of waves 
near the local lower hybrid resonance (LHR). The asso- 
ciated electric field is p•redominantly perpendicular to 
the geomagnetic field B = B0 • and has a wavelength 
much shorter than the ambient electromagnetic skin 
depth ,•e = C/•pe, where c is the speed of light and •pe 
is the electron plasma frequency. The short wavelength 
nature of the electric fields suggests that the LHSS are 
predominantly an electrostatic phenomena. Therefore 
the electromagnetic effects considered by Seyler [1994] 
are neglected. 

2.1. Electrostatic Model of LHSS 

The angular frequency of interest for L HSS is ap- 
proximately the magnetized lower hybrid angular fre- 
quency fl = v/flci'flce, where fica is the ion cyclotron 
frequency and flce is the electron cyclotron frequency. 
The perpendicular spatial scales associated with LHSS 
phenomena are on the order of the ion sound gyroradius 
ps = v/k Te/rni/fli, where Te is the electron tempera- 

ture and mi is the ion mass. These scales are short 
by comparison to the inferred parallel length of the 
structures which is certainly few hundred times ps and 
probably a few thousand times ps [Vago et al., 1992]. 
Additionally, lower hybrid waves propagate nearly per- 
pendicular to the magnetic field (k./k•_ ~ v/me/mi). 
This justifies the use of a reduced description where the 
gradients parallel to the magnetic field are neglected in 
comparison to gradients perpendicular to the magnetic 
field. However, the parallel gradient of the electron ve- 
locity in the continuity equation and the parallel gra- 
dient of the •b in the electron momentum equation are 
retained to allow the propagation of lower hybrid waves 
along the magnetic field. 

The ions are essentially unmagnetized, compressible, 
linear, and cold on these scales and may be described by 
a velocity potential u•i - V•_X. These approximations 
yield the following equations for the evolution of the 
ions: 

Otni -- -no V•LX, (la) 
e 

OtX - --- •, (lb) 
mi 

where • is the electrostatic potential (/• - -V•) and 
n0 is the homogeneous plasma density. 

The electrons are magnetized on these scales and the 
perpendicular motion of the electron fluid is dominated 
by the electric drift across the magnetic field, modified 
by polarization corrections 

• x V•_• 
Bo 

1 [ + flee Bo (• x V•_• + Bo 
where 

c• - •- •n•, 
•,o e 

and ne is the electron density. 
momentum equation 

(lc) 

ß V•) V• , 

• x V•_O e 
Otv + Bo ß V•_v - Ozq•, (ld) me 

is necessary for the correct representation of three- 
-dimensional lower hybrid waves. The parallel elec- 
tron inertia is as important as the ion inertia when 
kz/k•_ >_ v/me/mi. Under these approximations the 
electron density evolves according to the continuity 
equation 

OfF + • x Vx•b. VxF - -noOzv, (le) 
B0 

where only the leading order nonlinearity has been re- 
tained and 

F- ne + me no V•_ •b 
e 

The parallel electron 
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is the density of electron guiding centers modified by 
polarization corrections. The dynamics of the two fluids 
are coupled through the electrostatic potential which is 
determined from a reduced Poisson's equation 

e 

V•_•o - • (he - hi). (lf) 
Again, the parallel gradients have been neglected to 
reflect the reduced geometry appropriate to the propa- 
gation of lower hybrid waves. This approximation also 
eliminates the higher-frequency phenomena associated 
with Langmuir waves. The electron continuity (le) and 
Poisson's equation (10 correct the quasineutral elec- 
tromagnetic model [Seyler, 1994] for nonneutral effects 
associated with propagation in an subcritical plasma 
where cope < f•ce. Linearization of (1) within a homoge- 
neous infinite plasma yields the lower hybrid dispersion 
relation 

co• •" CObH (1 + Rk•2/k•), (2a) 
where 

fl•e 2 copi (2b) 

is the lower hybrid resonance, copi is the ion plasma 
frequency, cope is the electron plasma frequency, R = 
mi/me, kz is the wave vector along the magnetic field, 
and k• is the wave vector in the plane normal to the 
magnetic field. 

2.2. Rotating Eigenmodes in a Density 
Depletion 

quite good for perpendicular wavelengths greater than 
electron gyroradius and smaller than the electromag- 
netic skin depth. 

The system is linearized about a cylindrically sym- 
metric quasi-neutral equilibrium density of the form 

r -- rti -- "e -- { "0 [1 + A (1 - r 2 la2)] r < a, (4) ft0 T > a, 

where A < 0 is the depth of the equilibrium density 
profile relative to the background density. Assuming 
rotating solutions of the form 

• (r, O, z, t) = • (r) exp [i (m 0 + kz z - co t)] (5) 

Equations (3) become 

-i co fti -- --1•0 •21 X, (6a) 
e 

-icox = ---go, (6b) 
mi 

-i co F + i m no •l Bo •o - -i no kz v, (6c) 
e 

-i co v = i -- kz go, (6d) 
me 

e 

•2• _ __ (he - fti), (6e) 
e0 

where (4) relates F to ne and •o, 

•__1 d (d) m 2 
2A/a 2 r < a, rl- 0 r >a. 

Subsequent sections examine the three-dimensional 
rotating eigenmodes of cylindrical density depletion with Equations (6) are combined to obtain the wave equation 
a parabolic profile. Seyler [1994] considered the two- (Helmholtz equation) 
dimensional eigenmodes and found bound states for fre- 
quencies above and below the lower hybrid frequency. 
This anomalous behavior is due to the resonant nature 

of two dimensional LH oscillations and is rectified by 
considering finite wavenumbers parallel to the magnetic 
field. The equations of section 2.1 are simplified by con- 
sidering a cold plasma. 

where 

OfF+ 
•xV• 

•xVñ• 

Otni -- -no V•_X, (3a) 
e 

OtX - --- •o, (3b) 
mi 

ß Vñ r - -no Ozv, (3c) 

e 

ß V]_v - 0•o, (3d) 
me 

__e (fte -- fti), (3e) V}• - eo 
me no 

F-ne + V•_•. 

The polarization correction to the density is dependent 
only on the electrostatic potential q0, in the cold approx- 
imation. This cold electrostatic plasma assumption is 

+ - o 
or equivalently, Bessel's equation 

d•+_ + k • dr2 r •r - '•- • - O. (7b) 
The continuity of the kequency • and parallel wave 
vector kz across r - a implies that the eigen•ue k 2 
must be discontinuous at r - a 

•2 __ CO2LH R (k'• - 2Amcolacea •) k2 _ co2 __ CO2LH T < a, 2 2 

k• -- WLH Rkz co• -_ • r > a. 
(7c) 

Equation (7c) defines the local dispersion relations in- 
side and outside the density cavity. For k • > 0 the ra- 
dial solution h• wavelike (propagating) characteristics. 
For k • < 0 the radial solution h• emnescent (decaying) 
behavior. Analysis of the full eigenmlue problem with 
boundary and continuity conditions determines the •- 
lowed eigenfrequencies. This treatment is deferred to 
section 2.4. 
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2.3. Spectral Properties of LHSS 

The general spectral properties of LHSS are revealed 
through a plot of the radial eigenvalue k 2, versus co in 
the interior (k 2 - 72) and exterior (k 2 - k]_) of the 
density depletion. A plot for the m - 1 solutions is 
shown in Figure 1. The sense of rotation is determined 
from the relative signs of co and m. Using (5) and choos- 
ing m > 0, the sign of the frequency determines the 
direction of the azimuthal phase velocity: the negative 
frequency solutions rotate in a left-handed sense about 
the magnetic field and the positive frequency solutions 
rotate in a right-handed sense about the magnetic field. 
Both the interior and exterior solutions exhibit reso- 

nance behavior (k 2 -• oo) at the LHR where there is 
distinct change in their character. It is convenient to 
refer to solutions with co2 > co•.n as "above the lower 
hybrid resonance" and solutions with co2 < co•n as "be- 
low the lower hybrid resonance." 

2.3.1. Above the LHR: •o 2 > •o2ti. i . The exte- 
rior eigenvalue is always positive (k]_ > 0) for co•' > 
•o•n. Therefore both left and right-handed solutions 
propagate outside the density depletion above the LHR. 
However, the interior eigenvalue is positive (72> 0) 
only for positive frequencies co > WUn. Thus, above 
the LHR only right-handed waves propagate within the 
density depletion. Above the LHR the left-handed 
waves decay (evanesce) within the density depletion. 
This suggests that these mode should be interpretated 
as reflected states. 

2.3.2. Below the LHR: •o 2 • •o2ti. i . The exterior 
eigenvalue is always negative (k•_ < 0) for co2 < COLH 
and the solution is evanescent outside the depletion. 
However, the interior eigenvalue is positive (72 < 0) for 

lOO 

5o 

• o 

-50 

-10o 
o 

-1 -• •l • 1 

Figure 1. The function •2 (co) for r < a (dotted-d•shed 
line) and k•_ (co) for r > a (dotted line) for A - -0.35, 
a - 2.5 ps, R kz = 1.5 •'/ps, and m = 1. Right-handed 
modes have co • 0, and left-handed modes have co < 0. 

negative frequencies which satisfy --COLH < CO • COrn • 0. 
Thus, below the LHR only left-handed waves may prop- 
agate within the density depletion. Below the LHR the 
right-handed waves decay both inside and outside the 
density depletion and are forbidden. Clearly, the spec- 
trum of states which exist below the ambient LHR are 

left-handed and decay exponentially outside the den- 
sity depletion and are bound states with finite energy 
per unit length along the magnetic field. 

2.4. Solution of the Eigenvalue Problem 

The discussion of the eigenvalue problem is restricted 
to density depletions A < 0 and m > 0 for the sake of 
brevity. Equivalent results may be obtained for m • 
0 because the dispersion relations (7c) are invariant 
with respect to the transformation (co, m) =• (-co,-m) 
which preserves the sense of rotation about the mag- 
netic field. A density enhancement (A > 0) leads to an 
exchange of the results for left and right-handed waves 
since the dispersion relations are invariant with respect 
to the transformation (A, co, m) =• (-A,-co, m) which 
changes the sense of rotation about the magnetic field. 

Because of the discontinuous nature of (7) at r -- a, 
(7a) is solved independently in the two regions r < a 
andr )a 

- I AJm + C + V 
< (s) 

r)a, 

where Jm is a Bessel function of the first kind and Nm 
is a Neumann function or Bessel function of the sec- 

ond kind. The solution • (r) and its first derivative 
d• (r)/dr must be continuous across r -- a since (7a) 
is second order in r. Furthermore, the solution must 
be regular at the origin and zero at infinity. There are 
five parameters for the general solution: the four coef- 
ficients A - D and the eigenfrequency co. Three of the 
coefficients and the eigenfrequency may by used to sat- 
isfy the boundary and continuity conditions. One of the 
coefficients A- D remains undetermined because (7a) 
is homogeneous. Following the discussion in section 2.3 
the spectrum divides neatly into scattering states where 
co2 ) CObH and bound states where co2 • COBH' 

2.4.1. Scattering states w2 > W2nH ' For fre- 
quencies above the LHR the solution to (7) takes the 
form 

• (r) - I A Jm (7 r) r • a, (9a) C Jm (kñ f') -[- ONm (kñ f') f' > a. 

Since both Jm and Nm satisfy the boundary condition 
• (r -• oo) - 0, the coefficients C and D may be used 
to satisfy the continuity conditions at r - a: 

C 7J•m (7a)Nm (kña) - kñJm (7a)N•n (kña) 
A - 

D 

(9b) 

- -Jm 
kñJ L (kña) Nm (kña) - kñJm (kña) NL (kña) 

(9c) 
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Clearly, the eigenfrequency is not needed to satisfy any 
of the continuity conditions and remains a •ree param- 
eter. Thus the spectrum associated with LHSS for 
w 2 • w•H will be continuous. However, within the 
continuous spectrum there are discrete points of "spec- 
tral concentration" or "resonances" where the electric 
field is strongly enhanced in the interior of the den- 
sity depletion. These resonances occur only for w • 
WLH =• (7 •' • 0, k]_ • 0) and are right-hand rotating 
eigenmodes. For w • --WLH =• (7•'• 0, k2• • 0) the 
eigenmodes behave like • c• Jm (i ]7] r) in the interior 
of the density depletion and fall off rapidly as r -• 0. 
These states correspond to reflected waves and are left- 
hand rotating eigenmodes. A detailed discussion of the 
continuum eigenmodes is complicated and is deferred to 
a subsequent paper where the scattering problem will 
be treated in rigorous fashion. 

2.4.2. Bound states •o 2 • •o2•H. For frequencies 
below the LHR the solution to (7) takes the form 

A3m r) r a, • (r) = A Jm (7ran a) Km (•mn r) (10a) 

where •' - -k•. The continuity of d•/dr requires that 

7ran J• (finn a) Km (•mn a) (10b) 
Kk - 0, 

where m and n are the •imuth• •d r•i• eigen•ue 
indices. This tr•scendent• relation •ll be satisfied 

only for "special" kequencies in the range --•H • 
Wren (Wm ( 0 • (7 2 ) 0, k• (0). This leads to dis- 
crete spectrum of left-h•d rotating modes below the 
LHR where 

wren _ •H A m k• • WLH A m 

(11) 
These modes fall off e•onenti•ly • r • • and cor- 
respond to bound states. 

The tw•dimension• results of Seyler [1994] •e re- 
covered from this model in the limit kz • O. For kz = O, 
the eigen•nctions for both (9) •d (10) become 

• r -m (12a) 

where 

determines the allowed eigenfrequencies 

•OL• -- -- 2 '2 2 2 Lf•ci7•nna 4' 1+ ( •ci 7•'nn a 

(13) 

Here the plus si• corresponds to leR-h•d modes •d 
the minus si• corresponds to right-h•d modes. 

2.5. Discussion of Theory 

These results indicate that the observed spectrum 
within LHSS should consist of a continuous spectrum of 
right-handed modes above the LHR and a discrete spec- 
trum of left-handed modes below the LHR. The con- 
tinuum contains points of spectral concentration (reso. 
nances) which result in an enhanced electric field within 
the density depletion. These three-dimensional reso. 
nances are vestiges of the two-dimensional bound states 
found above the LHR by Seyler [1994]. The continu- 
ous spectrum above the LHR may propagate outside 
the density depletion whereas discrete spectrum below 
the LHR should be strongly localized within the den- 
sity depletion. The discrete bound states (solid circles) 
and the resonances (open circles) in the continuum are 
shown in Figure 2 for the parameters associated with 
the simulation discussed in section 3 and the experimen- 
tal observations discussed in section 4. Both the reso. 
nances and bound states approach the LHR as either 
the azimuthal m, or radial n, indices goes to infinity. 
Thus the resonance behavior of homogeneous LH modes 
is reproduced by the cavity eigenmodes as 
However, for low values of n, the eigenfrequency of the 
bound states actually decreases and n increases. This 
interesting "dispersive" property of the discrete bound 
states will be addressed again in section 4. 

Observe in Figure 1, that the interior eigenvalue 
may be an order of magnitude larger that the exterior 
eigenvalue k• ) 0 for the same frequency. This sug- 
gests that a linear mechanism may be responsible for 
the short-wavelength large-amplitude electric fields as- 
sociated with LHSS. Both of these observations may 
be explained through the scattering of long wavelength 
VLF hiss off preexisting density depletions which re- 
sults in the excitation of resonant cavity eigenmodes. 
However, the electrostatic bound states must be ex- 
cited other mechanisms. Ergun et al. [1995] has pos- 
tulated that bound or "trapped" states may be formed 
by ducting LH waves down field-aligned density deple- 
tions. Under this scenario, LH waves are produced just 
above the LHR by precipitating electrons [Maggs, 1976]. 
These waves propagate earthward and encounter the 
density depletion which ducts the waves to lower alti- 
tudes where the ambient LHR is above the wave fre- 

quency. This senerio is not applicable to LHSS within 
the context of the model described in this paper. It 
may be demonstrated using (7c) that left-handed LH 
waves above the ambient LHR are reflected (72 • 0) 
from the density depletion. Therefore these waves can- 
not be ducted to lower altitudes to form bound states. 

Bound states may be formed by local plasma fluctua- 
tions within the density depletion or by resonant cou- 
pling to long wavelength electromagnetic magnetosonic 
fluctuations propagating outside the density depletion. 

The effect of the density depletion on the LH dis- 
persion relation can be understood by considering the 
degeneracy associated with propagation in the homo- 
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Figure 2. Discrete bound states (solid circles) and resonances (open circles) in the continuum 
of a LHSS with A - -0.35, a - 2.5 Ps, and R kz - 1.5 •'/Ps. The solid line connects the radial 
eigenvalues n for m - 1. The dashed line connects the azimuthal eigenvalues m for n - 1. 

geneous infinite plasma. The choice of basis functions 
in a homogeneous plasma is not limited to plane waves 

•b (x exp (fz. •-•t) . The cylindrical basis functions 
(• (X Jm (k_L r) exp [i (m 0 + kz z - • t)] also furnish an 
appropriate representation of lower hybrid waves. Here 
m is the azimuthal eigenvalue which may take on only 
integral values. This basis decomposes the lower hy- 
brid fluctuations into traveling waves which rotate in 
left-handed or right-handed sense about the magnetic 
field depending on the relative signs of • and m. The 
corresponding dispersion relation for the cylindrical ba- 
sis functions is independent of the azimuthal eigenvalue 
m and remains (2). Thus both left-handed and right- 
-handed modes rotate with the same phase velocity in 
the homogeneous infinite plasma. The density deple- 
tion breaks this degeneracy by introducing an explicit 
dependence on the azimuthal eigenvalue m to the in- 
terior dispersion relation (•2). This perturbation per- 
mits left-handed lower hybrid waves to propagate within 
the density depletion at frequencies below the ambient 
LHR. In fact, the interaction of the rotating mode with 
the density gradient in the depletion allows propagation 
of LH waves below the minimum LHR in the density de- 
pletion. For a modest density depletion (IAI << 1) the 
LHR at the center of the cavity is 

•R (0)• •LH 1 + • •pe + Ft'c•e + O (A2). (laa) 
The frequency shift due to the density gradient for a 
two-dimensional eigenfunction is larger than the maxi- 
mum change in the local LHR if 

m 1 m•i n•e 1 •LH nc.____•e (14b) 
Note that for the m = 1, n = 1 eigenfunction ?• a = 
2.401... [Abramowitz and Stegun, 1964]. For ambi- 
ent plasma conditions during the TOPAZ III flight 
Ft•e/•e • 3. Clearly, the shift due to the density gra- 
dient dominates the correction due to the local LHR for 
the lowest lying eigenstates. 

These rotating eigenmodes are not to be confused 
with electrostatic drift waves. Although, both types of 
waves propagate essentially perpendicular to both the 
equilibrium density gradient and the magnetic field, the 
wave dynamics are completely different. Drift waves 
require a diamagnetic current produced by the drift of 
thermal electrons perpendicular to the density gradient. 
This is clearly absent in the results obtained section 2.2 
for a cold plasma. The physics of LH waves is greatly 
modified by the Hall current which results from the dis- 
parate response of magnetized electrons and unmagne- 
tized ions. 

To illustrate the importance of the Hall current in 
the context of lower-hybrid waves, consider a slab ge- 
ometry with lower hybrid waves propagating in the •. 
direction within a density gradient along :•. This prob- 
lem will be treated in the high-density limit where the 
transverse electron polarization current dominates the 
displacement current. Therefore the quasi-neutrality 
asummption is valid and V. J = 0 may be used to 
determine the electrostatic potential. Using (la)-(lc) 
and V. J = 0, the electrostatic potential is found to 
satisfy 
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[0'• O• + • O• + (•½•IL•) 0t 0•] •o - 0. (15) 
The Hall term is (freelL,) Ot Ox and Ln - no/(Oyno) 
is the scale length of the equilibrium density gradient. 
The Hall term produces a frequency shift away from 
the LHR which is observed as a difference in phase ve- 
locity between right and left propagating waves. The 
shift in phase velocity is given by the Hall velocity 
VH -- •ce/k 2 L,. The local dispersion relation resulting 
from (15) is 

k VH 
•- 2 -4- ft. (16) 

This local dispersion relation explicitly shows how the 
Hall velocity breaks the degeneracy between left and 
right propagating waves. It should emphasized that the 
local approximation is not valid for small k, and the 
problem should be treated as an eigenvalue problem. 
However, frequency shift due to the Hall velocity may 
be estimated as follows: Let L• • = A/a, where A is the 
relative change in the density across the gradient and a 
is the width of the change in the density. The frequency 
shift is given by &v = -k vi-i/2 = -A/Ice/2 k a. Taking 
A =-0.01, a= 10m, ka= 2•r, andflce =6x10 • s -•,the 
frequency shift is found to be 5f • 800 Hz. Assuming 
an O + plasma, the magnetized lower hybrid frequency 
flu, is 5.6 kHz for these parameters. Clearly, even a 1% 
density change over 10 m results in an observable shift 
in the frequency for right and left propagating waves. 
The wavenumber dependence of the Hall velocity shows 
that this effect is more important for long wavelength 
modes which is evident in Figure 2. 

A similar Hall velocity plays a fundamental role in 
electron magnetohydrodynamics, which has been dis- 
cussed previously in beam injection problems and in 
plasma opening switches [Kingsep et al., 1984; Rudakov 
et al., 1991]. It was noted that magnetic flux can pen- 
etrate collisionless plasma normal to the equilibrium 
density gradient with velocity vs - Ctce,•/Ln, where 
,•e is the collisionless skin depth IGordeer and Rudakov, 
1970]. The difference between this flux penetration Hall 
velocity and the Hall velocity for lower hybrid waves is 
the factor k •' A• due to transverse electron inertia from 
the electron polarization drift and the absence of elec- 
tromagnetic effects in the electrostatic model. 

3. Simulation of Rotating LHSS 

The full three-dimensional dynamical system in (1) 
was solved using a mixed spectral and finite difference 
algorithm on a Nx x Ny x Nz - 80 x 80 x 4 grid. The 
four grids in the parallel direction were sufficient to re- 
solve the fundamental parallel wavenumber used for all 
of the eigenfunctions. The time advance is based on 
techniques developed for the reduced magnetohydrody- 
namic equations [Longcope, 1993]. The algorithm com- 
bines psuedo leapfrog [Forest and Ruth, 1990] scheme 
for the linear terms with a second order Runge-Kutta 
scheme for the nonlinear terms. The nonlinearities in 

the transverse plane were calculated using standard 
psuedo spectral techniques [Orszag, 1971] with a gen- 
eralized prime factor algorithm (GPFA) [Temperton, 
1992] fast Fourier transform algorithm. Partial dealias- 
ing was implemented by truncating the spectral repre- 
sentations outside the cylindrical region [Orszag, 1971] 
k'z 2 + k'• - 8/9 x (Nx/2) 2 and calculating the nonlinear 
terms on a shifted grid during the second phase of the 
psuedo leapfrog time advance [Seyler, 1990]. 

The linear kinetic dispersion relation for the LH sur- 
face was calculated using WHAMP (Waves in Homo- 
geneous Anisotropic Multicomponent Plasma) [Ronn- 
mark, 1982] for the ambient plasma parameters asso- 
ciated with event I discussed in section 4: Bo - 0.36 
G, and ion densities no+ - 3.9 x 10 3 cm -3, nil+ -- 
350cm -3 and nile+ --60cm -3. Additionally, the tem- 
perature relations To+ - TH+ -- THe+ -- Te - 0.3 
eV were assumed. A comparison of the kinetic disper- 
sion relation and the electrostatic model discussed in 

section 2 is shown in Figure 3. The contours of con- 
stant frequency are separated by 0.5 CVLH. The abscissa 
is in units of kñ Po+ and the ordinate is in units of 
kz Po+. The domain of wave vectors spanned by the 
simulation region (51 m by 51 m perpendicular to the 
magnetic field and 1.8 km along the magnetic field) 
is shaded in grey and corresponds to the plateau of 
the dispersion surface for these parameters. The ki- 
netic dispersion surface has negligible damping over the 
wavenumbers shown except just above the simulation 
region (kz Po+ ~ 0.1) where the LH surface becomes 

-1 
10 

10 -3 ';''"' : 
10-5 _ ß 
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Figure 3. A comparison of the kinetic homogeneous 
linear dispersion relation (solid line) and the electro- 
static model (dashed line) discussed in section 2 for 
ambient plasma conditions associated with event I on 
the TOPAZ III flight (see section 4). The contours of 
constant frequency are separated by 0.5CVL•. The ab- 
scissa is in units of kñ Po+, and the ordinate is in units 
of kz Po+. The domain of wave vectors spanned by the 
simulation region is shaded in grey. 
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structured by the hydrogen Bernstein modes. The elec- 
trostatic model reproduces the LH resonance cone over 
a wide range of perpendicular wave numbers kñ Po+ - 
0.5- 40. The model dispersion relation strays from the 
kinetic dispersion relation at kñ Po+ • 0.5. This devi- 
ation may be attributed to the electrostatic nature of 
the model. Electromagnetic corrections become signif- 
icant for wavelengths approaching the electromagnetic 
skin depth Ae • 81 m. This critical wavenumber oc- 
curs at kñ Ae - I which corresponds to kñ Po+ • 0.5 
on the plot. The fundamental perpendicular wavenum- 
ber of the simulation region was about kñ Po+ • 0.8. 
Therefore electromagnetic corrections were negligible. 

The simulation was initialized with an equilibrium 
ne -- ni smoothed parabolic density profile. The den- 
sity depletion was 35% and about 10 m in radius. Four 
bound-state eigenfunctions were initialized from the 
theoretical dispersion relation in Figure 2: two eigen- 
functions from the n - I branch •v21/fl - -0.191 and 
•v5•/fl - -0.171 and two eigenfunctions from the n - 2 
branch, •.•.•/fl - -0.309 and •vs.•/fl - -0.266. The 
wave energy was conserved to 0.0015% over 1024 LH 
periods. 

3.1. Time-Frequency Analysis 

The evolution of the electrostatic potential • (kx, ky, t), 
for a perpendicular slab (x, y) was stored over 512 LH 
periods. The potential was sampled at a rate of 16 times 
per a LH period to allow spectral analysis of the dynam- 
ical evolution. The high sample rate was required to 
resolve high-frequency cavity eigenmodes which were a 
result of the deep (35%) density depletion. The tem- 
poral history of the electrostatic potential was win- 
dowed using an Exact Blackmann-Harris window [Har- 
ris, 1978] to minimize spectral leakage. This window is 
continuous in function and first derivative at the bound- 

ary and falls off at 18 dB per octave which makes it 
ideal for investigating numerical simulations where the 
eigenfrequencies are discrete and the noise typically ap- 
pears near roundoff. The temporal signal was Fourier- 
transformed • (kx, ky, t) -• • (k•, ky, w) and the electric 
field power power spectral density was computed from 

2 (k• ky •v)] 2 (17) = + , , ß 

The dispersion relation for the simulation is shown in 
Plate I for k, = 0. The dashed line at •v/• • 0.5 is 
the ambient LHR. The spectral representations were 
truncated outside the cylindrical region k• + k• - 
8/9 (N•/2) 2 to allow partial dealiasing of the nonlin- 
ear terms [Orszag, 1971]. The power converges to the 
•VLH as ky -• •x) indicating that the simulation cor- 
rectly reproduces the resonance behavior of the theo- 
retical model. Additionally, weaker images of the reso- 
nance structure appear at •Vll •-•VLH produced by wave- 
-wave scattering off the m - 1, n - I eigenfunction 
at •v•/fl - 2.93. A distinctive feature of the simu- 
lation dispersion relation are the power bands where 

many Fourier basis vectors oscillate with the same fre- 
quency. This is the signature of a coherent station- 
ary state which is composed of many Fourier basis vec- 
tors. A narrow band filter was applied to three of these 
power bands. The results were inverse transformed 
•(kx,k•,•) -• •(x,y,t) to determine the spatiotem- 
poral evolution of the power band. Two snapshots 
of the temporal evolution of • (x, y,t) for each power 
band is shown in Figure 4. Each column corresponds 
to a particular type of eigenmode and the rows corre- 
spond to the times t/r•H = 0 and t/r•H -- 0.13 where 
7'LH ---- 2 7r/•LH. 

3.1.1. Bound state: •/a•LH -- 0.64. This 
power band (•/• = 0.32) occurred below the ambient 
LHR. The spatial structure shows an m = 2 azimuthal 
dependence with n = 2 nodes within the density deple- 
tion. The temporal evolution indicates that it rotates 
in a left-handed sense about the magnetic field. Addi- 
tionally, the radial structure is well confined within the 
density depletion. 

3.1.2. Propagating state: •/(.•LH -- 2.26. 
This power band (w/• = 1.13) occurred above the am- 
bient LHR. The spatial structure shows an m = 1 az- 
imuthal dependence with n = 2 nodes within the den- 
sity depletion. The temporal evolution indicates that 
it rotates in a right-handed sense about the magnetic 
field. Additionally, the radial structure leaks out of the 
density depletion. However, the radial wavelength of 
the mode is longer outside the depletion than inside. 
This indicates that the electric field in enhanced within 

the depletion. 
3.1.3. Reflected state: •V/•VLH ---- 1.58. This 

power band (w/• = 0.79) occurred above the ambient 
LHR. The spatial structure shows an m = 2 azimuthal 
dependence outside the depletion. However, inside the 
depletion there is a m - 3 azimuthal dependence with 
n = 2 nodes within the density depletion. This suggests 
that the m = 2 wave is evanescent within, or reflected 
from the density depletion. The temporal evolution in- 
dicates that external structure rotates in a left-handed 

sense about the geomagnetic field, while the internal 
structure rotates in a right-handed sense about the ge- 
omagnetic field. The azimuthal phase velocity of the 
internal structure is about two thirds that of the exter- 
nal structure. 

3.2. Discussion of the Simulation 

The qualitative results of the simulation agree with 
the linear eigenmode analysis. The eigenvalues and res- 
onances of the linear analysis may be compared with 
the numerical simulation as a further consistency check. 
The frequency of the bound state w/• = 0.32 is con- 
sistent with the predicted •)22/• -- -0.32 for a m = 2, 
n - 2 left-handed bound state. The frequency of the 
propagating mode w/ft = 1.13 is consistent with the 
predicted eigenvalue (M12/•'• •-- 1.03 for a m = 1, n = 2 
right-handed resonance. The linear eigenmode anal- 
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Plate 1. A logarithmic color scale representation of the power spectral density of E •' in arbitrary 
units for kz - 0, illustrating the dispersive properties of a numerical simulation with A -- -0.35. 
The frequency is normalized to the magnetized LHR (g) and ky is in units of the fundamental 
wavenumber. The lower hybrid resonance is the dashed line at •o/g m 0.5. 
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Figure 4. Two s.napshots of temporal evolution of the power bands indicated in Plate 1. Each 
column corresponds to a particular type of eigenmode, and the rows correspond to the times 
t/•LH -- 0 and t/•LH -- 0.13 

ysis and the full nonlinear simulations are consistent 
to within a few percent. The differences may be ex- 
plained as follows: first a smoothed parabolic profile 
was used in the numerical simulation and second the 

linear eignvalue analysis was carried out for unbounded 
space whereas periodic boundary conditions are applied 
in the simulation. 

The third power band discussed (w/fl = 0.79) is also 
consistent with the model. Consider that the left-hand 

rotating m = 2 structure is excluded from within the 
density depletion. This is indicative of a reflected state. 
The internal structure is consistent with the predicted 
'frequency co32/• = 0.81 of an m = 3, n = 3 right- 
-hand rotating resonance. Thus the filtering technique 
was not adequate to select a single eigenmode in this 
instance and the result was a superposition of an m = 2 
left-handed reflected state and an m = 3, n = 3 right- 
handed state. 

4. Observations of Rotating LHSS 

The local frequency-wavenumber spectrum was suc- 
cessful in revealing new details about the nature of 
LHSS observed by the AMICIST and TOPAZ III sound- 
ing rockets [Pin9on et al., 1997]. The analysis demon- 
strated that the phase velocity of LH waves along the 

interferometer axis reversed direction as the payload 
crossed the centerline of the event. Assuming that the 
LHSS structures are localized in the two dimensions 

perpendicular to the magnetic field, the reversal of the 
phase velodty indicated that LH waves rotated in a 
right-handed sense about the geomagnetic field within 
the LHSS events. 

Unfortunately, the analysis of the AMICIST data was 
restricted to waves above the LHR. The power below 
the LHR was severely contaminated by plasma waves 
propagating radially outward from the payload (pay- 
load waves). These waves were produced by payload 
potential fluctuations and are clearly not geophysical 
in origin. Geophysical and payload waves are distin- 
guished by phase shift. Plasma waves produced by 
payload potential fluctuations propagate radially out- 
ward from the payload and have a measured phase shift 
of +•r (by the convention used by Pin,on et al. [1997] 
and here) whereas geophysical waves have phase shifts 
anywhere between -•r and •r. Additionally, when pay- 
load waves dominate the spectrum, the coherence of the 
Fourier cross spectrum is near unity. 

The agreement between theoretical predictions and 
AMICIST observations for waves above the LHR sug- 
gested a reexamination of the TOPAZ III sounding 
rocket data. There were indications that the LHSS 
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waves below the LHR observed on TOPAZ III were a 

mixture of payload and geophysical waves. The his- 
togram method of Beall et al. [1982] provided a tech- 
nique for differentiating between these wave modes. 
The local frequency-wavenumber spectrum revealed that 
along the interferometer axis, the phase velocity of the 
waves above the LHR was opposite to the phase velocity 
of the waves below the LHR. Assuming that the waves 
above the LHR rotate in a right-handed sense (con- 
sistent with AMICIST observations), the TOPAZ III 
observations indicated that LH waves below the LHR 
rotate in the left-handed sense. 

These observations are in accord with the theory pre- 
sented in section 2 and simulations presented in sec- 
tion 3. The detailed agreement between theory, experi- 
ment, and simulation for the AMICIST event discussed 
by Pinfon et al. [1997] suggested a thorough exami- 
nation of a TOPAZ III event. This section reexam- 

ines event I, discussed by Vago et al. [1992]. First, 
the wavelet transform technique is used to examine the 
event. The local frequency-wavenumber spectrum is 
calculated and compared with one obtained from an in- 
terferometer "flown" through the simulation discussed 
in section 3. The combined results support the conclu- 
sion that LHSS are composed of rotating eigenmodes: 
right-handed above the LHR and left-handed below the 
LHR. 

19' 

• Bo 
Figure 5. Schematic diagram (not to scale) of the 
TOPAZ III interferometer configuration and orientation 
at flight time 472.4 s. The perspective is from fore to 
aft along the spin axis of the payload and the payload 
spins counterclockwise. The antenna lie in the plane 
containing the magnetic field B0, and payload velocity 
v (cartwheel attitude) which allows simultaneous mea- 
surements of parallel and perpendicular electric fields. 

4.1. TOPAZ IlI 

The TOPAZ III sounding rocket was launched north- 
ward out of Poker Flat, Alaska, at 0911:54 UT on Febru- 
ary 12, 1991. The ground speed of the payload was 
about 1.1 km/s at an apogee of 1068 kin. The ex- 
periment passed over several auroral arcs during the 
18-min flight and encountered several hundred LHSS 
events. Since this analysis focuses on the wave data 
and density depletion, the discussion of apparatus will 
be limited to the interferometer and Langmuir probe. 
Detailed discussions of telemetry and particle detectors 
may be found in the works of Arnoldy et al. [1992], 
Kintner et al. [1992], and Vago et al. [1992]. 

The interferometer consisted of the two orthogonal 
double-probe Weitzmann boom assemblies as shown 
in Figure 5. The differences in the sphere potentials 
(VLF12, VLF34, VLF65, VLF78)were measured in 
the frequency range of 10 Hz to 20 kHz to allow in- 
terferometric analysis of the plasma waves. The den- 
sity measurements were made with a 2.5-cm fixed-bias 
(+5 V) Langmuir probe mounted on the VLF56 mast. 
The payload spin period was about 0.1 Hz with the 
spin axis oriented perpendicular to both the geomag- 
netic field and the rocket velocity (cartwheel attitude) 
as shown in Figure 5. The crossed antenna lay in a 
plane containing the rocket velocity vector and the geo- 
magnetic field. There.fore both parallel and perpendic- 
ular electric potentials were measured. The saturation 
level of the each channel of the interferometer was set 

to 83 mV/m peak to peak. The aurora encountered 
was intense and saturated the potential measurements 
except when the booms were within 30 deg of geomag- 
netic field. Therefore our discussion will be limited to 
the potentials across the mostly parallel booms. 

4.2. Local Frequency-Wavenumber Spectrum 

The LHSS are localized in space and their spatial 
size across the magnetic field is only a few or several 
tens of meters [Vago et al., 1992]. Consequently, the 
corresponding rocket data has transient features. The 
wavelet analysis is an appropriate technique for this sit- 
uation. 

To perform a wavelet transform, we first need to 
adopt a wavelet prototype function g(t). Then, the 
wavelet transform of a signal E(t) is defined by 

1 / g,(t-r) (18) E(a,r) = • dtE(t) a 
a>O, 

where g* is the complex conjugate of g. The variables 
r and a are the localization and dilatation parameters, 
respectively. The Morlet function [Goupillaud et al., 
1984] 

g(t) • 71 '-1/4 e -ta/2 e -iwø t, (19) 
where wo = 5.36 has been chosen for the time-frequency 
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representation of the electric field. This function is a si- 
nusoid of frequency modulated by a Gaussian envelope 
and has a simple relation between a, the dilatation pa- 
rameter, and f, the usual frequency 

a 

where f0 - •v0/2 7•. It has been shown [Dudok de 
Wittet al., 1995; Pinqon et al., 1997] that the wavelet 
analysis may be combined with the local frequency- 
wavenumber spectrum estimation technique developed 
by [Beall et al., 1982]. First, the wavelet cross-spectrum 
Cd(f, 7') is defined as follows: 

Cd(f , r) = E•2(f , r)E•3(f , r) (21) 

= [[Cd(f, r)[[ei•"(f'•)'• (22) 

where t•is the separation vector between the two double 
probes 1-2 and 3-4. Then the wavelet local frequency 
wavenumber is defined as 

P(f , k) - (Co(f, r)J [k - kd (f , r)]). (23) 

The delimiters () denote an average over the time lo- 
calization parameter r. There are three main advan- 
tages to replacing the Fourier transform by the wavelet 
transform. First, the wave field is described in terms of 
plane wave packets instead of plane waves and thus sta- 
tionarity is no longer required. Second, the increased 
time resolution improves the statistical robustness of 
the spectral estimates. Third the resolution is optimal 
at each frequency. 
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Figure 6. The time signature of the LHSS observed 
at 472.4 s flight time. (a) The fixed biased (+5 V) 
Langmuir probe current shows a 75% drop in measured 
current at this time indicating a deep density depletion. 
The LHSS structure is characterized by the sudden in- 
crease (472.41 s) and then decrease (472.45 s) in activity 
measured by the (b) VLF12 and (c) VLF43 channels. 

be attributed to payload-plasma interactions [Neubert 
et al., 1986; Vago et al., 1992]. 

4.3. Event I 

Event I occurred at 472.4-s flight time within a re- 
gion of intense electron precipitation. A sharp cutoff in 
the power spectra at f = 4.6 kHz prior to event I pro- 
vided an estimate of the ambient LHR. Additionally, 
this was consistent with fuI• -- 4.5 kHz, calculated us- 
ing measured magnetic field B0 = 0.36 G, and the ion 
densities no+ = 3.9 x 103 cm -3, nil+ = 350cm -3, and 
nile+ = 60 cm -3 measured by the particle experiments 
[ Vago et al., 1992]. 

The interferometer orientation during event I is shown 
in Figure 5. The mostly perpendicular channels (VLF56 
and VLF87) were saturated by the burst. Therefore 
the discussion will be limited to the mostly parallel an- 
tennas (the VLF12 and VLF34 channels) which were 
at an angle of 19 ø with respect to the magnetic field. 
The signature of the LHSS is shown in Figure 6. Fig- 
ure 6 shows the fixed biased (+5 V) Langmuir probe 
current which measured a 75% drop in current asso- 
ciated with the LHSS. The VLF12 and VLF43 chan- 
nels measured two distinct changes in activity. First, 
there was a sudden increase in wave activity at 472.41 
s followed by a sudden decrease in activity at 472.45 
s. The frequency response of the VLF12 and VLF43 
channels below 1.25 kHz is not geophysical and may 

4.4. Wavelet Analysis of Event I 

The wavelet local spectrum estimation technique was 
applied to the VLF12 and VLF43 channels measured by 
TOPAZ III during event I. The modulus of the wavelet 
cross spectrum of the mostly parallel channels VLF12 
and VLF43 during event I is shown in Plate 2. Power 
is in a logarithmic color scale representation, the fre- 
quency (ordinate) is on a logarithmic scale (base 2) and 
the flight time (abscissa) is on a linear scale. The fre- 
quency range is four octaves wide (1.25-20 kHz). The 
maximum frequency is the Nyquist frequency, and the 
frequency range below 1.25 kHz is of no geophysical 
interest since these waves may be attributed to pay- 
load emissions. The horizontal dashed line indicates the 
LHR estimated from the Fourier analysis of the VLF 
hiss prior to event I. The power is clearly attenuated 
below the LHR prior to and just after event I. During 
event I, from 472.15 to 472.45 s there is a strong inten- 
sification below the LHR. 

The phase information of the wavelet cross spec- 
trum may be used to compute the local frequency- 
-wavenumber spectrum P (f, K•4), where K•4 in m -• 
is the projection of the wave vector onto the separation 
vector between the midpoints of the 1-2 and 3-4 double 
probes. 
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Plate 3 (top) is logarithmic color scale representation 
of the local frequency-wavenumber spectrum for event 
I. Frequency is on a logarithmic scale (base 2) and 
wavenumber is in m -• in the range -1/(2d) to 1/(2d), 
which corresponds to a phase shift of-•r to •r. The 
vertical dashed line separates positive phase velocities 
from negative phase velocities. The horizontal dashed 
line indicates the ambient LHR. 

The data show a broad band intensification above the 

ambient LHR associated with primarily negative phase 
velocities. The wave numbers K•4 approach -1/(2d) 
as the frequency approaches the LHR from above. Be- 
low the LHR there are four distinct intensifications as- 

sociated with positive phase velocities: two near 2.5 kHz 
at K•4 -- 0.025 m-1 and K•4 -- 0.042 m- • and two near 
1.8 kHz at K•4 - 0.02 m- x and K•4 - 0.04 m-X. The 
power near K•4 - 0.06 m -• is associated with broad- 
band emissions from dc-1.25 kHz at a phase shift of 
about 7r. This phase shift indicates the waves are prop- 
agating outward from the payload and are not geophysi- 
cal (not externally applied). The phase velocity changes 
discontinuously from negative values above the LHR to 
positive values below the LHR. This discontinuity has 
been observed previously by IV ago et al., 1992; Delory 
et al., 1997; Pinqon et al., 1997] in relation to LH phe- 
nomena and LHSS. 

A double-probe interferometer was moved across the 
simulation discussed in section 3 at 1.1 km/s based on 
the ground speed of the TOPAZ III rocket at apogee. 
The interferometer configuration was equivalent to the 
mostly parallel antenna of TOPAZ III during event I 
as shown Figure 5. Plate 3 shows a comparison be- 
tween event I (top) and the interferometer data from the 
numerical simulation (bottom) of the logarithmic color 
scale representation of the local frequency-wavenumber 
spectrum below the ambient LHR. The frequency is on 
a logarithmic scale (base 2) and the wavenumber K•4, 
is on a linear scale. The horizontal dashed line indicates 

the ambient lower hybrid resonance calculated from the 
Fourier analysis of the VLF hiss prior to the event I. 

The significant power in the simulation occurs below 
the LHR since only bound states were initialized. How- 
ever, it has been demonstrated previously [Pin•on et al., 
1997] that the waves above the LHR are consistent 
with simulations. The simulation interferometer data 

show left-hand rotating eigenmodes (m, n) = (2, 2) and 
(re, n) = (5,2) near 2.5 kHz and K•4 -0.025 m -• and 
K•4 = 0.04m -•, respectively. Additionally, the left- 
hand rotating eigenmodes (m, n) = (2,1) and (re, n) - 
(5, 1) near 1.65 kHz and K•4 = 0.025m -• and K•4 = 
0.04 m-•, respectively. These modes are associated 
with positive phase velocities. The local frequency- 
wavenumber spectra of event I (top) and the simula- 
tion interferometer data (bottom) are in close qualita- 
tive agreement. Although the simulations are nonlinear, 

the power levels for the eignmodes are somewhat inde- 
pendent. This independence occurs because each indi- 
vidual eigenmode is an exact solution to the nonlinear 
system and the mode-mode coupling is weak for these 
amplitudes. However, the frequencies and wavenum- 
bers of the eigenmodes are not independent. Once the 
parallel wavenumber kz, the density depth A, and the 
radial extent of the cavity a have been chosen, the LHSS 
spectrum is fixed. Each eigenm0de has a particular 
frequency and radial wavenumber. The discrete LHSS 
simulation spectrum has been qualitatively matched to 
four observational wave modes (consisting of four fre- 
quencies and four wavenumbers) with only three free 
parameters (kz,A,a). The frequency and wavenumber 
of each individual eigenmode in the simulation spec- 
trum cannot be adjusted independently to match the 
observational spectrum. The qualitative agreement be- 
tween the observational and simulation spectra lends 
support to the interpretation that LHSS are composed 
of rotating eigenmodes. 

4.5. Discussion of the Observations 

The antenna for TOPAZ III were in a plane contain- 
ing the magnetic field and the payload velocity. The 
component of phase velocity along the antenna did not 
change direction during the event. This observation is 
consistent with waves which rotate. Consider the com- 

ponent of phase velocity of a right-hand rotating eigen- 
mode along the 1-4 antenna as the payload crosses the 
LHSS as diagramed in Figure 7. The phase velocity is 
from 4 -+ 1 (negative) from edge of the event to the cen- 
terline in the first half of the LHSS and remains from 

4 -+ I (negative) from the centerline to the edge of 

ent 
__ 

e velocity 

Figure 7. Schematic diagram of the measured compo- 
nent of phase velocity for a right-handed rotating mode. 
The 1-4 antenna measures the same direction of phase 
velocity for the wave in the first and second half of the 
event. Note that the 1-4 antenna is actually mostly 
parallel to the magnetic field Bo. 
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Plate 2. The logarithmic color scale representation of the modulus of the wavelet cross spec- 
trum of the mostly parallel channels VLF12 and VLF43 during event I. The frequency is on a 
logarithmic scale (base 2), and the flight time is on a linear scale. 

the event in the second half of the LHSS. Therefore it 

is clear that both the experimental interferometer data 
and the simulation interferometer data are consistent 

with rotating wave modes. However, the payload tra- 
jectory relative to the midline of the density depletion 
is unknown. If the rocket passed below the midline of 
the density depletion one would observe positive phase 
shift 1 -• 4 for a right-hand rotating wave mode and 
a negative phase shift 4 -• 1 for a left-hand rotating 
wave mode. Therefore the absolute sense of rotation of 

the waves about the magnetic field remains ambiguous. 
Several LHSS were examined with both orientations of 

phase velocity for the waves above the LHR. In each 
case the waves below the LHR had the opposite phase 
velocity to the waves above the LHR. 

The fixed-biased Langmuir probe on the TOPAZ III 
sounding rocket responded dramatically to event I, reg- 
istering a 75% drop in the probe current. For good 
agreement between the experiment and simulation in- 
terferometer wave spectra, a 30-40% parabolic density 
depletion was required in the numerical simulations. 
This appears to substantiate the large drop in Lang- 
muir probe current observed on TOPAZ III. However, 
it must be emphasized that the Hall term depends ex- 
plicitly on the density gradient not the absolute value of 
the density. Thus the numerical results are somewhat 
profile dependent'. The discontinuity in phase velocity 
at the LHR is the signature of the Hall term mentioned 
in section 2. The Hall frequency shift caused by the 
density gradient is dependent on the direction of prop- 
agation. For a cylindrical density depletion, right-hand 
rotating waves are shifted upward in frequency, whereas 

le•hand rotating waves are shifted downward in fre- 
quency. 

It is apparent from the local frequency wavenum- 
ber spectrum that the traditional Fourier cross-spectral 
analysis will usually fail to illuminate the situation when 
applied to the LHSS data. Traditional Fourier cross- 
spectral techniques are severely limited by the assump- 
tion of a single plane wave at each frequency. Clearly, 
this assumption is not correct for the bound state eigen- 
functions shown in Figure 3. Furthermore, as shown in 
Figure 2 for a single parallel wavenumber, the density of 
eigenstates of the LHSS increases as the frequency ap- 
proaches the LHR. Since the eigenstates near the LHR 
have the same frequency (energy) asymptotically, there 
is a vanishingly small probability of exciting a single 
eigenstate at the LHR. The assumption of a single plane 
wave at each frequency is simply not true as the fre- 
quency approaches the LHR. Thus the structure of the 
eigenstates should produce a distinct drop in the coher- 
ence at the ambient LHR when standard Fourier cross- 

-spectral techniques are used [Vago et al., 1992; Delory 
et al., 1997]. Last the wavelet basis functions provide 
optimal spctral resolution at each frequency and elimi- 
nate the restriction of stationary plane waves inherent 
in traditional Fourier analysis. These properties give 
wavelet techniques at distinct advantage over Fourier 
techniques in the analysis of transient phenomena. 

5. Summary and Discussion 

Lower hybrid solitary structures have been observed 
on at least four sounding rockets MARIE [Labdie et al., 
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Plate 3. (top) Logarithmic color scale representation of the local frequency-wavenumber spec- 
trum for event I. (bottom) Logarithmic color scale representation of local frequency-wavenumber 
spectrum below the ambient LHR for the interferometer data from the numerical simulation. The 
frequency is on a logarithmic scale (base 2) and the wavenumber K•4, is on a linear scale. The 
horizontal dashed line indicates the ambient lower hybrid resonance calculated from the Fourier 
analysis of the VLF hiss prior to the event I. 

1986], TOPAZ III [Kintner et al., 1992; Vago et al., 
1992], AMICIST [Pinqon et al., 1997], and PHAZE II 
(Bonnell et. al. submitted manuscript 1997) and two 
satellites Viking [Block et al., 1987; Pottelette et al., 
1988, 1992] and Freja [Eriksson et al., 1994; Dovnev 
et al., 1994]. This phenomenon appears to be a common 
feature of the nightside auroral zone. 

The model discussed in this paper has been compared 
with LHSS observed by sounding rockets in cartwheel 
(TOPAZ III, herein) and propeller (AMICIST [Pinqon 

et al., 1997]) attitude. The detailed agreement between 
theory and observation suggest that the physics of LHSS 
is dominated by an electron Hall current produced by 
E x B drifting electrons and unmagnetized ions. So- 
lutions to the model were obtained by linearizing the 
dynamical system about a parabolic density depletion. 
Below the LHR the eigenfunctions are discrete and ro- 
tate in a left-handed sense about the magnetic field. 
Above the LHR the eigenfunctions are continuous and 
rotate in a right-handed sense about the magnetic field. 
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The long-term (1000 lower hybrid periods) stability of 
the linear eigenfunctions in the nonlinear simulations 
suggest that the primary features of LHSS may be ex- 
plained through the resonant scattering of LH waves off 
preexisting density depletions. Observations of LHSS 
from the TOPAZ III sounding rocket are consistent with 
rotating structures and are in agreement with interfer- 
ometer data from the numerical solutions. 

Lower hybrid collapse has been observed under re- 
strictive conditions in various numerical simulations 

[Shapiro et al., 1993; Seyler, 1994; Shapiro et al., 1995]. 
Although the collapse of LH wave provides possible ex- 
planation for density depletions, the theories have two 
serious shortcomings: First, the timescale for collapse 
is tc •- 1 - 10 ms [Shapiro et al., 1995], but the ob- 
served LHSS are coherent and quasi-stationary over at 
least 20-50 ms. Second, the balance between the pon- 
deromotive force and the pressure cannot account for 
the observed depth of the density depletions [Robinson 
et al., 1996]. No lower hybrid collapse has been ob- 
served in simulations where initial conditions have been 

adjusted to reproduce observed parameters. The simu- 
lation power spectra shown in Plate I demonstrates that 
the wave-wave interaction between rotating eigenfunc- 
tions is weak. Additionally, it can be demonstrated that 
individually, the bound states are exact nonlinear eigen- 
functions of a parabolic density profile. The eigenfunc- 
tions above the LHR are also exact nonlinear solutions, 
but individually they have unbounded energy and may 
only be considered within the context of a wave packet 
description. The collapse concept appears unnecessary 
for describing the electric fields associated with LHSS 
if the density depletions are produced by other mech- 
anisms. Therefore we conclude that LH wave collapse 
does not occur for typical nightside auroral conditions, 
but the existence of LH collapse in nature is still an 
open question. 

The model described herein has provided a descrip- 
tion of the electric fields observed as LHSS. However, 
the acceleration mechanism associated with the ions 

has not been addressed. We suspect that the produc- 
tion of TAI is connected with the details of the rotat- 

ing eigenfunctions. Although several mechanisms have 
been suggested for TAI, only quasilinear diffusion lAn- 
dfulls et al., 1996] has been examined in the context 
of rotating electric field structures. A simple Landau 
resonance a•/m- 1Fti between a/th harmonic of the 
ion cyclotron frequency and the azimuthal phase ve- 
locity of rotating eigenmode could accelerate the ion 
until its gyroradius extended outside the localized field 
structure. This mechanism suggests that ions would be 
most efficiently accelerated by the left-handed bound 
state eigenmodes. These waves are highly localized 
(trapped), coherent and rotate about the geomagnetic 
field in the same sense as the ions. Bulk ions in the au- 

roral zone typically have energies on the order of 0.3 eV, 
corresponding to gyroradii Po+ • 6 m and ps+ • 1.6 
m for the primary ion species. Consider a LHSS with 

an effective radius of 20 m. The gyroradius of the ion 
orbiting the center of the density depletion extends be- 
yond the radius of the LHSS when To+ • 3 eV and 
TH+ • 50 eV. Off center ion orbits may extend outside 
the LHSS. The acceleration mechanism for this situa- 

tion might be explained by transit time effects, where 
properly phased ions are incrementally accelerated each 
time the ion passes through the LHSS. Finally, a non- 
linear Landau resonance between the ion cyclotron fre- 
quency and the beat wave of two rotating eigenmodes 
may also produce the observed TAI. 

Traditional Fourier spectral techniques are limited by 
the assumption of a single stationary plane wave at each 
frequency. This assumption is clearly not appropriate 
for the transient phenomena of LHSS. The wavelet func- 
tions are clearly a more appropriate basis for the de- 
composition of transient phenomena. The histogram 
method [Beall et al., 1982] removes the constraint of a 
single plane wave at each frequency. The combination of 
the wavelet basis and the histogram method produces 
a wavelet local frequency-wavenumber spectrum [Du- 
dok de Wittet al., 1995; Pinqon et al., 1997] which is 
ideal for stituations involving transient phenomena with 
degenerate or near degenerate frequencies. We suspect 
that the local frequency-wavenumber spectrum analysis 
will elucidate other transient phenomena. 

This work has provided new insight into the phenom- 
ena known as LHSS. However, we have no explanation 
for the origin of the density depletions. Additionally, 
a direct mechanism for the excitation of bound stated 

below the LHR does not exist within the context of the 

electrostatic model. These states are probably excited 
through resonant scattering of long wavelength mag- 
netosonic modes from the density depletion. A more 
complete description of the scattering problem with a 
concentration on the continuum eigenfunctions will be 
presented in a future paper. 
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